Staying Close to Customers to Ensure Great Service

DJ’s landscape
management

New Administrative Office Keeps the Team Close to
their Customers
When DJ VanderSlik had the opportunity to acquire a 12,000
square foot building on the corner of Broadmoor and 44th to
provide his administrative staff much needed space, he began
negotiations. The location met his primary goals for expansion,
securing a place with great visibility and maintaining close
proximity to customers, as well as a larger building with the
space needed to ensure a better workflow for the office team.
The company’s previous administrative office was much smaller,
limiting their ability to create the most efficient workflow.
For example, the human resources (HR) team was located
in the back of the office with all interviews conducted in the

“We purchased the building last August after it had sat
vacant for about two years. We didn’t want to rush the
process as winter was approaching and that is always a
very busy time for us. So we progressed at a reasonable
pace with the initial drawings for a full renovation
completed in about 120 days. First Companies worked
with us on the scheduling and gave us the flexibility we
needed when adjustments
were necessary to balance our
business with the construction
process.”
DJ VanderSlik
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front. In the new building,
HR has been moved near
the interview rooms. The
sales and account teams
are now located in a
more collaborative space
and there is room for the company to continue to grow. DJ’s
Landscape Management currently takes up 9,598 square feet
with an additional 2,200 square feet to be leased. There is a
shared entry and spacious common area for the two businesses.
““Our previous office was setup for a much smaller
company. The new space supports our systems and
processes much better and creates a more collaborative
work environment versus a feeling of working in silos. I
wanted an open office, not something that felt ‘choppy.’ The
higher ceilings create the open, airy feeling I was looking
for, and the overall design is classic, not a fad that will fade
in time.”
DJ VanderSlik

When
entering
the office,
it is clear
this
company
is in the landscape management business. Eye-catching photos
of scenes in nature line the walls, with the use of wood, color,
a botanical motif and live plants all bringing in the beauty
of nature throughout the office. The architect and interior
designer worked together to create a timeless look that conveys
the company’s business and brand.
While the construction work progressed well – without any
major challenges – the small lot size (just under an acre) was a
tight space to operate within and
manage logistics. The project took
about 9 months to complete with
DJ’s team taking care of a lot of
the demolition and exterior work.
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“When you undertake a major remodel like we did, you
never quite know what you will find. The walls all needed to
be skim-coated to make them flat and improve the overall
quality. We also replaced the roof, put in a new parking
lot, added a patio off the breakroom, replaced all flooring,
ceiling tiles, casework and lighting, and painted everything
inside and out.” DJ VanderSlik
The new location
for DJ’s Landscape
Management is
easy to access
and avoids the
traffic in and out
of downtown.
It also keeps the
team close to
their customers,
enabling them to ensure quick response
times. The Broadmoor office is now the
company’s primary administrative office.
They have three additional branch offices
supported by this location with 150 full
time employees and 400 in the winter
months.
“Our relationship with First Companies goes back many
years. In fact, I knew Jeff and Craig when I was mowing
lawns. I am very familiar with the quality of the company’s
work and I knew that First Companies could handle what
I wanted to do. I was very impressed with the work they
did for Heeren Brothers and at Heritage Pointe. While we

had a bit of a ‘floating’ budget and timeline, the project
was completed within the parameters we agreed upon. My
experience working with First Companies was very good.
The project manager stayed on top of everything and kept
us well informed. Val and Shirley – the dynamic duo – did a
great job with the interior design and finishing touches.”
DJ VanderSlik
DJ attributes much
of the success of this
project to careful
planning up front.
This is the second
remodeling project
he has gone through
and acknowledges
this one was much
easier than the first.
“We identified our needs more
thoroughly in advance and then took a
month to just plan and document what
we wanted to do. That made it so much
easier on the backend. I would highly
recommend First Companies to others,
and I have. My advice to those taking on a project like
ours would be to pick the right partner who has your best
interests in mind and is aligned with your values.”
DJ VanderSlik
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